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1.0 Abstract 
 
The Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, and Security–Regolith Explorer 

(OSIRIS-REx) spacecraft launched on September 8, 2016, beginning a seven-year journey to 

return at least 60 g of asteroid material from (101955) Bennu to Earth.  During the outbound-

cruise, Doppler tracking of the spacecraft observed a small but measurable acceleration when the 

sample return capsule (SRC) was first placed in sunlight.  Subsequent analysis determined that 



outgassing from the SRC is the most likely cause for the acceleration. This outgassing received 

combined engineering and scientific attention because it has potential implications both for 

spacecraft navigation performance and for contamination of the collected samples.  Thermal 

modeling, laboratory studies of SRC materials, and monitoring of the acceleration are all 

consistent with H2O as the main component of the outgassing.  Dedicated, in-flight campaigns 

continued to expose the SRC to sunlight until the acceleration dropped to the acceleration noise 

floor.  Any residual amounts of H2O outgassing are not considered to be a hazard with regards to 

mission operations or pristine sample acquisition.  The sample stow procedure has been updated 

to ensure that no direct line of site exists between any residual outgassing and the samples during 

future operations.  Similar outgassing of the Stardust SRC probably also occurred.  No adverse 

contamination of Stardust samples was observed that could be associated with this process.  

Future missions that use similar reentry vehicles should consider procedures to test for and, if 

necessary, mediate such outgassing after launch. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1 Mission Overview 
 

The Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, and Security–Regolith Explorer 

(OSIRIS-REx) asteroid sample return mission is NASA’s third mission in the New Frontiers 

program.  The primary objective of OSIRIS-REx is to survey near-Earth asteroid (101955) 

Bennu and return a sample of its regolith to Earth so that we can study its physical, 

mineralogical, and chemical properties; assess its resource potential; and refine our 

understanding of it as an impact hazard [1].  Bennu has a very low albedo and is a spectral B-

type asteroid likely related to carbonaceous chondrites [2,3,4,5], meteorites that record the 

history of volatiles and organic compounds in the early Solar System.  Bennu is so small (500 m 

diameter) that the solar pressure on the spacecraft is on the same order of magnitude as the 

gravitational attraction to Bennu.  Given the need to precisely control navigation around Bennu 

[1,6] and to collect and return a sample free of spacecraft outgassing materials [7], a detailed 

understanding of the outgassing that can exert a thrust on the spacecraft and potentially 



contaminate the sample is required. 

 
2.2 Overview of the Spacecraft and Sampling Acquisition and Return System 
 
OSIRIS-REx was launched on September 8, 2016 and began the approach to Bennu on August 

17, 2018.  After an extensive survey of the asteroid using a number of onboard instruments, 

sample collection is scheduled for July 2020. The spacecraft will leave Bennu in 2021 and return 

the samples to the Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR) on September 24, 2023 [1]. 

 

The OSIRIS-REx spacecraft bus contains the spacecraft structure and all supporting subsystems 

for the operation and control of the vehicle.  On the +z deck of the bus (Figure 1) are the five 

science instruments responsible for the remote-sensing campaign at Bennu [8,9,10,11,12] also on 

the +z deck is the Sample Acquisition and Return Assembly (SARA) which supports the Touch 

and Go Sample Acquisition Mechanism (TAGSAM) and the Sample Return Capsule (SRC) [13]. 

 

The SRC used by OSIRIS-REx is nearly identical to the one developed by Lockheed Martin for 

the Stardust comet sample return mission (Figure 2) [13,14,15].  Updates to the Stardust SRC 

design include differences in the ballast, added contamination witness plates, and 

accommodations for TAGSAM rather than the Stardust aerogel paddle.  The OSIRIS-REx 

heatshield and backshell are made from the same materials used for the Stardust SRC. 

 

 
Figure 1.  The OSIRIS-REx spacecraft.  The SRC, scientific instruments, and TAGSAM are all 
mounted on the +z deck at the top of the figure (image from Fig. 9 of [1]). 
 [Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 



 

 
 

Figure 2.  The OSIRIS-REx SRC.  The white upper component is the PICA heatshield.  The tan 
lower component is the SLA backshell.  StowCam acquired this image after launch.  StowCam 
monitors the insertion of the collected sample into the SRC [13,16]. 
 
[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 
The heatshield consists of a graphite-epoxy material covered with a thermal protection system 

that uses Phenolic-Impregnated Carbon Ablator (PICA), the same material used on the Stardust 

heatshield.  PICA is a lightweight material developed to withstand high temperatures and 

mechanical stress [17].  The principle behind ablative heat shield technology is to create a 

boundary layer between the heatshield’s outer surface and the extremely hot shock gas generated 

in and around the capsule during reentry.  This boundary layer is created as the shield slowly 

ablates away, which generates gaseous reaction products that flow out of the shield and keep the 

shock layer at a separation distance.  This configuration reduces the overall heat flux experienced 

by the outer shell of the capsule.  Development and production of the PICA for both the Stardust 

and OSIRIS-REx missions was carried out by Fiber Materials Inc. 

 

The backshell of the SRC is also covered with thermal protection material, but because it resides 

in the wake of the hot gas flow, less protection is required.  It uses a cork-based material known 



as SLA 561V, originally developed by Lockheed Martin for the Viking missions to Mars in the 

1970s and since used on many missions, including the Mars Landers Phoenix and InSight. 

 

3.0 DETECTION, MONITORING, AND MITIGATION OF OUTGASSING 
 

The acceleration due to SRC outgassing was not anticipated prior to launch.  The following 

describes the conditions that led to the initial outgassing detection, and the steps taken to monitor 

and mitigate the outgassing. 

 

3.1 Initial Detection 
 
During the outbound cruise phase between launch and approach to Bennu, the operations team 

placed the spacecraft in specific attitudes that correspond to events across the mission duration.  

The purpose of these activities is to test the spacecraft response as a means to prepare for the 

actual events later in the mission.  One such test event, called an SRC “toe dip” event, was an 

opportunity to test the thermal response of the spacecraft to a specific attitude and solar range 

that corresponds to what the SRC will encounter at Earth return in September 2023.  The 

spacecraft initiated the SRC toe dip event on February 22, 2017 and maintained the attitude for 

more than 21 hours (75000 sec).  The OSIRIS-REx navigation team noted an unexpected 

acceleration in the –z spacecraft direction, coincident with the entire duration of the SRC toe dip.  

This event was the first extended exposure of the SRC to the Sun since the launch of the 

spacecraft.  The magnitude of the acceleration was about two orders of magnitude larger than the 

minimum observable acceleration (i.e., the acceleration noise floor), and about one order of 

magnitude larger than accelerations due to solar radiation pressure on the spacecraft. 

 

The prime candidate for the source of the acceleration was outgassing from the SRC.  The 

correlation between the onset of the acceleration and the exposure of the SRC to the Sun, and the 

direction of the acceleration (~180 degrees from the orientation of the SRC), made outgassing an 

early, and testable hypothesis.  Outgassing raised several potential concerns for the mission, the 

severity of which depends on both the amount of material outgassed and its composition.  These 

concerns include: 

 



(1) Potentially unpredictable trajectory perturbations during proximity operations at Bennu, 

when our knowledge of and capability to predict the spacecraft’s position are very 

sensitive to small accelerations 

 

(2) Potential contamination of the collected sample (particularly problematic if the 

outgassing material is organic) 

 

Other sources of water ice existed on the spacecraft, but are expected to be depleted, and 

originally would not contain enough water to cause the repeated and prolonged accelerations 

observed during the toe-dip attitude.  Rizk et al. [18] observed bright streaks in images acquired 

during the OSIRIS-REx Earth Trojan survey; they propose the most likely explanation for the 

streaks is a population of water-ice particles released from the spacecraft deck.  That portion of 

the deck had been shaded and cold during cruise, and was warmed to higher-rate, water-ice 

sublimation temperatures for the first time during the survey.  The outgassing described here, 

also thought to be primarily water, is sourced from the SRC and likely was released entirely in 

the gas phase.  The presence of residual water ice on the spacecraft is not surprising; indeed 

spacecraft outgassing is a well-known phenomenon, in some cases well characterized by onboard 

mass spectrometers (e.g. [19]). 

 
 
3.2 Monitoring and Mitigation 
 
As a result of the first two unexpected acceleration events, and because outgassing was the 

suspected root cause, the OSIRIS-REx operations and navigation teams planned a campaign of 

repeated in-flight activities that placed the SRC in sunlight for extended periods. 

 

This campaign occurred between October 2017 and March 2018 when the spacecraft attitude 

periodically tilted the SRC towards the Sun.  The tilt varied from 20 degrees to 45 degrees; 

higher angles exposed more of the SRC to sunlight.  Figure 3 plots the modeled accelerations, 

derived from Doppler tracking data between the spacecraft and the NASA Deep Space Network, 

from the initial outgassing observations through the final outgassing event.  Each outgassing 

maneuver occurred at different solar ranges and with different spacecraft attitudes relative to 



Earth (which affects the observed Doppler signal).  Although these factors introduce variability 

into the modeled acceleration, the outgassing events include different solar ranges for a given 

spacecraft attitude, providing data to solve for the two effects independently.  The overall trend 

for the accelerations is a definitive decrease, and the modeled acceleration from the last 

outgassing attitude is below the minimum observable acceleration, demonstrating that the effect 

reached an unmeasurable, and thus safe, level for proximity operations around Bennu.  

Unmodeled accelerations at this level do not impact operations.  

 

 
Figure 3. The discrete data points are modeled accelerations due to outgassing.  The different 
symbols correspond to different sun-point attitudes of the spacecraft.  The dashed black line is 
approximately the minimum observable acceleration.  The data point at the earliest calendar date 
shows the first observation of outgassing, followed by two additional data points in March 2017 
that confirmed the initial detection.  Subsequent dedicated outgassing campaigns continued to 
deplete the outgassing effects, and the modeled acceleration from the final outgassing event was 
below the minimum detectable threshold, indicating that the effect had reached an unmeasurable, 
and thus safe, level. 
 
[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 

4.0 OUTGASSING EVALUATION 
 
4.1 Spacecraft Operations Team Evaluation 
 
During nominal cruise activities, the spacecraft’s high-gain antenna shades the SRC from the 

Sun.  In this geometry, temperatures for the heatshield are ≤ 170 K, and temperatures for the 



backshell are ≤ 200 K.  This attitude has been in place for the majority of the outbound cruise, 

except for occasional excursions to other attitudes, such as the Earth-Trojan search [1].  In those 

other attitudes, the SRC either remained shaded or was exposed to the Sun for very short times.  

For the SRC toe dip attitude, the SRC was tilted 45 degrees towards the Sun, which put the 

heatshield, and a small portion of the backshell, in direct sunlight for an extended period—the 

first such extended exposure since launch.  Figure 4 illustrates the nominal cruise and SRC toe 

dip attitudes.   

 

The extended exposure of the SRC to sunlight increases the temperature of both the heatshield 

and the backshell; the outgassing from the SRC could be from one or both items. Initial 

candidate outgassing materials included adsorbed atmospheric H2O and silicone from the SRC 

coatings.  Because outgassing rates depend on temperature, thermal modeling of the SRC 

provided a basis for constraining which materials could be outgassing during the toe dip.  Figure 

5 illustrates the predicted heatshield and backshell temperatures during the initial toe dip event.  

Peak temperatures of the heatshield reached ~10 °C, while peak temperatures of the backshell 

reached ~100 °C.  The enhanced temperature of the backshell compared to the heatshield is due 

to several sources, including reduced view factor to space relative to the heatshield (reducing 

radiative cooling), greater thermal load from the spacecraft top deck, added flux from reflections 

off the spacecraft top deck, and because the backshell surface color is lower albedo than the 

heatshield (see Figure 2). 

 



 
Figure 4. (a) The spacecraft seen from the Sun vector during the nominal cruise attitude.  In this 
attitude the SRC is shaded by the spacecraft’s high-gain antenna (HGA).  (b) The spacecraft as 
seen from the Sun vector during the SRC toe dip, which exposes the heatshield and part of the 
backshell to the Sun. 
 
[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Expected temperatures for the SRC heatshield (left) and backshell (right) at the initial 
SRC toe dip attitude on February 22, 2017.  In both views, +x is towards the Sun.  (In the right-
hand view, the +x axis points out from the page and slightly up.)  During the nominal cruise 
attitude, the +z axis is perpendicular to the Sun, and is shaded by the spacecraft’s high-gain 
antenna; during the toe dip attitude, the +z axis is tipped 45 degrees towards the Sun, directly 
illuminating part of the SRC and backshell (Figure 4). 

 
[Editor – the figure above does need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 



 
The thermal modeling demonstrates that the temperatures on both the heatshield and backshell 

were insufficient to induce silicone outgassing, yet were more than sufficient to cause outgassing 

of H2O.  Figure 6 plots the sublimation rate of pure H2O ice in a vacuum, following the 

methodology of Andreas [20].  The plot demonstrates the strong sensitivity of the sublimation 

rate to temperature.  Increases of only a few degrees substantially increase the sublimation rate 

by factors of ~2 to 10, depending on the starting temperature [21].  Though sublimation from 

pure H2O ice is not directly analogous to sublimation from the SRC, the behavior of pure H2O 

ice at room temperature (the temperature range experienced by portions of the heatshield) 

demonstrates the well-known mobility of the material in vacuum, and H2O ice must be even 

more mobile at higher temperatures (experienced within portions of the backshell). 

 

 
Figure 6.  The sublimation rate of pure water ice, in vacuum, using the methodology summarized 
in Andreas [20].  The solid line is for the temperature range of the published fit [110 K to 273 
K]; the dashed line is an extrapolation of that function to the predicted maximum SRC 
temperatures during the toe dip. 

[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 
 



Given that temperatures were sufficient to cause H2O sublimation from the SRC, the next 

investigative step was to determine whether trapped H2O in the SRC could cause the derived 

acceleration.  A simple treatment of this question is to use conservation of momentum.  Consider 

a reference frame in which the spacecraft is at rest pre-outgassing.  After the outgassing, the 

spacecraft experiences a momentum change that must be equivalent to the momentum carried by 

the sublimated H2O.  This is expressed as 

 
 ������ = ����  (1) 
 
where ���  and ��� are the mass and velocity of the spacecraft, respectively, and �� and �� are 

the mass and velocity of the sublimated H2O.   

The mass and velocity of the spacecraft after outgassing are reasonably well constrained, 

whereas the mass and velocity of any sublimated H2O are not.  The amount of H2O resident in 

the heatshield could be 100 g to nearly 400 g.  The amount of H2O in the backshell is also 

uncertain, but because of the much lower mass of backshell material, the backshell would 

contribute at most only tens of grams of additional water.  To estimate the water velocity, we 

assumed a theoretical maximum limit velocity for the sublimating gas, with 

 

 �� = ���	�
 = ��	�	�	����� �
�
� (2) 

 
where γ  is the ratio of specific heats, R is the specific gas constant, and T0 is the total 

temperature at zero velocity.  For γ = 1.33, and R = 461.5 J kg-1 K-1, Figure 7 plots the exit 

velocity of a water molecule from the warmer portion of the SRC.  A typical value is ~1000 m/s. 

 



 
Figure 7. The idealized exit velocity of sublimating H2O molecules over the predicted surface 
temperature range of the warmer portion of the heatshield. 

[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 
The derived acceleration from the outgassing event corresponds to a total velocity change (∆�) 

to the spacecraft of ~1.4 x 10-5 m/s.  H2O trapped in the SRC must be sufficient to supply this 

velocity change to the spacecraft, as well as the additional velocity changes during the 

subsequent outgassing campaign.  Using conservation of momentum, the estimated ∆� to the 

spacecraft from the sublimating H2O is 

 
 Δ��� = ��∗	�

	��
 (3) 

 
Figure 8 plots the theoretical maximum Δ� that water stored in the SRC could generate by 

outgassing, assuming �w = 1000 m/s, msc = 1743 kg, and that mw could vary from 0.1 to 0.4 kg.  

Even at 100 g of water, the total idealized ∆� is several orders of magnitude above the estimated 

∆v from the toe dip attitude and the subsequent outgassing activities.  The actual ∆v will be less 

than the idealized amount because (i) the estimated sublimation velocity of the H2O molecules is 

a theoretical maximum, and (ii) although the net acceleration was primarily in the –z direction, 

not all H2O molecules left the SRC surface in the +z direction.  Accounting for these factors 



reduces the ∆v capacity of outgassing H2O by up to a factor of two, but that still is a sufficient 

amount to cause the observed trajectory perturbations.  Thus, H2O stored in the SRC was a viable 

reservoir of outgassing material that could have affected the spacecraft as observed. 

 

 
Figure 8. The idealized, total possible change in spacecraft velocity (∆vsc) due to H2O 
outgassing, as a function of the mass of H2O (mw) stored in the SRC.  The total possible ∆v 
exceeds the observed ∆v, demonstrating that H2O outgassing from the SRC is a viable 
explanation for the unexpected acceleration during the toe dip campaign. 

[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 
Because the SRC temperatures during the toe dip were too low to cause silicone outgassing, and 

because of the absence of another reservoir of material to outgas, the spacecraft team concluded 

that the outgassing of H2O from the SRC was the most likely explanation for the unexpected 

acceleration. 

 
4.2 Laboratory Tests to Constrain the Outgassed Materials 
 
We examined the potential scientific implications of the outgassing in parallel with the 

spacecraft team’s evaluation described in the previous section.  Members of the science team 

carried out laboratory tests of sample heatshield and backshell materials to search for and 

characterize outgassing products released when these materials are warmed.  In particular, a 



series of laboratory heating experiments were carried out on samples of both materials in the 

Astrochemistry Laboratory at NASA’s Ames Research Center. 

 

Three types of samples were studied: 

Sample type #1 - OSIRIS-REx PICA.  Individual samples were ~1.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 5 cm in 

dimension and had a visible layer of clearcoat/paint on one of the ~1.5 cm x 1.5 cm faces. 

Sample type #2 - InSight SLA.  Individual samples were 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 2 cm and had an 

aluminum plate on one of the 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm faces.   

Sample type #3 - OSIRIS-REx SLA.  Individual samples were ~1.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 1 cm and 

had an aluminum plate on one of the 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm faces.  Infrared reflection spectra taken 

from the side opposite the aluminum plate confirmed the presence of clearcoat on that 

surface.  

 

We used a Bio Rad Excalibur Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer to obtain 6000 to 

600 cm-1 infrared reflection spectra at a spectral resolution of 1 cm-1 from the original surfaces of 

all three sample types.  In the case of the OSIRIS-REx samples, we obtained spectra from both 

coated and uncoated surfaces.  We also obtained similar infrared spectra from these types of 

samples after heating to 110 °C.  We took all of these spectra (both pre- and post-heating) for 

comparison with the infrared spectra of gases released during sample heating. 

 
4.2.1 Testing for the release of volatile gases 
 
We tested each of the sample types for their release of volatile gases at temperatures of 50 °C 

and 110 °C.  We did this by placing full blocks of each sample type into a test chamber, 

evacuating the chamber of air, heating the chamber, and collecting any released gases.  The basic 

steps of the procedure for each material were as follows: 

 

(1) Samples (an entire block of PICA, or three blocks of each of the SLAs) were placed in a 

small aluminum test chamber and the chamber was sealed.   

(2) The chamber, which was connected to a vacuum glass line, was then pumped out at room 

temperature overnight.  The samples all released gases during this period, but the rate of 

release dropped steadily with time.  By the next morning the glass line was usually at the 



lower limit of its normal evacuated pressure (1 x 10-6 mbar), although closing and later 

opening of the valve that isolated the test chamber from the glass line made it clear that the 

materials in the test chamber were still outgassing slowly, even at room temperature. 

(3) The test chamber was next isolated from the glass line vacuum system and connected to a 

pre-evacuated 2-liter glass bulb cooled by LN2. 

(4) Heat tape was then used to heat the chamber to 50 °C.  This process typically took 15 

minutes.  Once the chamber reached 50 °C it was maintained at that temperature for 2 hours.  

Released gases were collected in the glass bulb during the entire heating period.  During this 

period, the bulbs should have collected nearly 100% of any released gases that condense at 

the temperature of LN2 (for example, H2O and CO2).  In addition, because the bulbs represent 

≥90% of the volume of the system in the collection configuration, they should also have 

collected ≥90% of any non-condensable gases present (for example, O2, N2, CO, etc.). 

(5) At the end of 2 hours, we sealed the sample chamber and we sealed and removed the glass 

sample bulb.  We then replaced this bulb with a new, pre-evacuated glass sample bulb, also 

cooled by LN2. 

(6) We re-opened the test chamber valve, opened the valve on the new bulb, and turned up the 

power on the heat tape to heat the chamber to 110 °C.  This process typically took 25 

minutes.  Once the chamber reached 110 °C, it was maintained at that temperature for 1 hour.  

Released gases collected in the second glass bulb during the entire heating period. 

(7) At the end of 1 hour at 110 °C, we sealed the chamber and glass sample bulb and removed 

the glass bulb.  The chamber was allowed to cool to room temperature. 

(8) We removed the heated samples from the test chamber and stored them separately from the 

original unheated samples.  No visible change was caused by the heating in any of the 

samples. 

(9) We subsequently mounted the glass sample bulbs with their captured gases on a cryo-vacuum 

system whose sample chamber was placed in the beam of an FTIR spectrometer. 

(10) We measured the pressures in each of the bulbs at this time.  They were: 

OSIRIS-REx PICA (sample type #1), 50 °C, pressure = 3.2 mbar 

OSIRIS-REx PICA (sample type #1), 110 °C, pressure = 7.9 mbar 

InSight SLA (sample type #2), 50 °C, pressure = 4.7 mbar 

InSight SLA (sample type #2), 110 °C, pressure = 15.4 mbar 



OSIRIS-REx SLA (sample type #3), 50 °C, pressure = 2.1 mbar 

OSIRIS-REx SLA (sample type #3), 110 °C, pressure = 8.8 mbar 

All samples released more gas in 1 hour at 110 °C than in 2 hours at 50 °C.  Also, the SLA 

samples released more gas per volume of material than the PICA by roughly a factor of 4 

(discussed in more detail in section 4.2.1.3). 

(11) We cooled the sample window at the end of the cryostat to ~25 K, and a portion of the gases 

in each bulb was condensed onto the window so we could obtain their infrared spectra. 

 
4.2.1.1 OSIRIS-REx PICA (Sample Type  #1): 
 
The infrared spectra of the gases released from PICA during both the 50 °C and 110 °C heatings 

are dominated by H2O, as demonstrated by the prominent O-H stretching, H-O-H bending, and 

libration modes at 3260, 1650, and 770 cm-1, respectively, and overtone/combination modes at 

2435 and 2200 cm-1 [22,23] (Figure 9).  Gases released at both temperatures also contain a small 

amount of CO2, as evidenced by the fundamental C-O stretching and O-C-O bending mode 

features near 2335 and 645 cm-1, respectively, as well as some weaker overtone and combination 

modes [24,25].  The lack of any substantial “dangling –OH” features in the H2O spectrum in the 

3660 to 3710 cm-1 range indicate that infrared-inactive molecules such as N2 or O2 are not 

abundant in the samples [26] — i.e., the adsorbed gases are not adsorbed air.  Many very weak 

features are evident in the 1700 to 900 cm-1 region, with more features being apparent in the 110 

°C spectrum than in the 50 °C spectrum.  An expanded view of this spectral region is shown in 

Figure 10 for samples from both the 50 °C and 110 °C heatings. 

 



 
Figure 9. The mid-infrared spectra of gases released from PICA at 50 °C and 110 °C show that 
the dominant components are H2O and CO2.  The presence of only very weak “dangling -OH” 
features in the 3660 to 3710 cm-1 range indicate that N2 or O2 are not abundant in the samples 
and that the gas is not adsorbed air. 
 
[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 



 
Figure 10. An expanded plot showing the weaker features in both the 50 °C and 110 °C samples 
in the 1800 to 1000 cm-1 region.  The overall dip in this spectral region is due to the H-O-H 
bending mode of H2O ice.  Features are evident in the 50 °C sample at 1588, 1474, and 1406 
cm-1.  These features are also apparent in the 110 °C spectrum, albeit more weakly, and are 
joined by additional features at 1685, 1523, 1421, 1376, 1315, 1266, 1246, 1187, 1167, 1127, 
1109, 1093, and 1005 cm-1.  These features do no match those from the original PICA or PICA 
clearcoat (either heated or unheated), and their source(s) are currently unidentified. 
 
[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 
4.2.1.2 InSight and OSIRIS-REx SLA (sample types #2 and #3):  
 
For both the InSight SLA and the OSIRIS-REx SLA, only H2O and traces of CO2 are evident in 

the 50 °C and 110 °C releases.  Figure 11 shows the infrared spectra of the gases released by the 

OSIRIS-REx SLA samples.  No substantive additional features are apparent in the spectra from 

any of the SLA samples.  Again, the lack of strong dangling -OH features in the 3660 to 3710 

cm-1 range indicate that infrared-inactive molecules such as N2 or O2 are not abundant in the gas 

sample—i.e., the adsorbed gases are not adsorbed air. 

 



 
Figure 11. The mid-infrared spectra of condensed gases released by OSIRIS-REx SLA when 
heated to 50 °C and 110 °C.  The features of H2O dominate the spectra.  The only other 
identified molecule present is CO2.  The spectra of the materials released by the InSight SLA 
samples show the same features. 
 
[Editor – the figure above does not need to be printed in color in the print version of the paper.] 
 
 
4.2.1.3 Amounts of volatile gases released during 50 °C and 110 °C heatings 
 
The amount of material released from each heating of the samples can be calculated using the 

ideal gas law and the measured sample bulb pressures and volumes.  The amount of gas released 

per volume of the PICA and SLA samples can then be determined by dividing the amount of 

collected gas released by the heatings by the volume of the heated samples.  The results are 

summarized in Table 1.  In general, SLA releases ~3.5 times as much gas per cubic centimeter as 

PICA at 50 °C and ~5 times as much gas per cubic centimeter as PICA at 110 °C. 

 

These numbers apply only to the gases captured during the 50 °C and 110 °C heatings.  

Considerable additional gases were released during the overnight room-temperature pump-out 

that preceded the heating tests.  Adsorbed air and H2O likely dominated this gas.  If the SRC 



cooled quickly after launch, it might have retained some of these gases and they would have 

been available for subsequent outgassing as well. 

 
 
 
Table 1 – Amounts of gas released during 50 °C and 110 °C heatings 

 
Sample 

 

 
Heating Temperature (°C) 

 
Released gas (molecules per 
cubic centimeter of sample)1 

 
OSIRIS-REx PICA  
(sample type #1) 

 

50 1.5 x 1019 

OSIRIS-REx PICA  
(sample type #1) 

 

110 3.7 x 1019 

InSight SLA  
(sample type #2) 

 

50 5.5 x 1019 

InSight SLA  
(sample type #2) 

 

110 1.8 x 1020 

OSIRIS-REx SLA  
(sample type #3) 

 

50 4.9 x 1019 

OSIRIS-REx SLA  
(sample type #3) 

 

110 2.1 x 1020 

1In all cases “molecules” can be taken to be largely synonymous with “molecules of H2O.” 
 
 
 
4.2.2 Tests for the release of refractory gases that recondense at room temperature 
 
The above tests are only informative for released gases that remain in the gas phase at room 

temperature.  To look for possible refractory gases released at 110 °C that recondense at room 

temperature, we heated samples in the presence of aluminum foil used as witness plates on which 

outgassing material could condense.  We only carried out these tests for material associated with 

the clearcoated surface layers of sample types #1 and #3.  The steps for executing these tests 

were as follows: 

 

(1) The surface layers associated with clear-coat were cut away from the ends of a block of 



OSIRIS-REx PICA (sample type #1) and OSIRIS-REx SLA (sample type #3) using a clean 

razor blade.  The covering layer on the PICA was easily seen, but there was no visible 

evidence of a layer on the OSIRIS-REx SLA.  However, the presence of a coating on the 

SLA was confirmed using infrared reflection spectroscopy. 

(2) The two samples were each placed in a glass sample tube that could be vacuum-sealed with a 

Teflon stopcock. 

(3) A rolled cylinder of pre-baked aluminum foil was dropped into each tube with the samples. 

(4) The glass sample tubes were both evacuated of air and sealed. 

(5) The glass sample tubes were placed in an oven heated to 110 °C for 1 hour before the oven 

was turned off and the samples allowed to cool. 

(6) Once they cooled to room temperature, the sample tubes were removed from the oven and 

opened so the aluminum foil witness plates could be removed. 

(7) Infrared spectra were obtained from the surfaces of the aluminum foil witness plates and 

ratioed to background spectra of a bare aluminum foil standard. 

 

No infrared spectral features were seen on the aluminum foil witness plates—i.e., there was no 

evidence for the presence of any materials that were released at 110 °C from the clearcoat and 

underlying material that subsequently recondensed onto the aluminum foil witness plates at room 

temperature. 

 
4.2.3 Summary of laboratory test results 
 
The OSIRIS-REx SLA releases only H2O and traces of CO2 when heated to both 50 °C and 110 

°C.  There is no indication that organics or other more complex molecular species are released 

during heating to these temperatures.  In addition, there is no evidence that heating to 110 °C 

releases any refractory materials from SLA or the clearcoat on the SLA that would be expected 

to be re-deposited on room-temperature surfaces.  Thus, the outgassing of SLA does not appear 

to constitute a concern with regards to contamination of Bennu samples. 

 

As with the SLA, the primary material outgassed from heated samples of PICA is H2O, followed 

by smaller amounts of CO2.  PICA releases small amounts of additional, currently unidentified 

material(s), possibly organics.  These materials are mostly released at 110 °C although even 



smaller amounts of material are released at 50 °C.  Fortunately, whatever these materials are, 

they are both of low abundance and sufficiently volatile to remain in the gas phase at room 

temperature—i.e., these are contaminants that would not be expected to linger on surfaces at 

room temperature.   

 

The full histories of the tested samples are not well established.  This ambiguity raises the 

possibility that these additional materials could be, at least in part, contaminants picked up since 

manufacture during the past handling or storage of these non-flight samples and that a portion of 

these contaminants may not be present in the actual flight materials.  In this respect, provided 

there is no heterogeneity between the non-flight and flight materials, the materials measured in 

our samples may represent an upper limit to what should be on the SRC.  However, in the 

absence of actual flight materials, this is not guaranteed. 

 

The combined heatings to 50 and 110 °C released 5.2 x 1019 molecules per cubic centimeter from 

OSIRIS-REx PICA and 2.6 x 1020 molecules per cubic centimeter from OSIRIS-REx SLA; that 

is, the SLA releases 5 times as much gas per cubic centimeter as does the PICA.  Again, this gas 

is almost entirely H2O in both cases.  As noted earlier, these amounts do not include gases lost 

during the overnight room temperature pump-out that preceded the heating tests. 

 

These results suggest that we do not need to be concerned about sample contamination 

associated with outgassing during any maneuvers that heat the SRC to 110 °C.  However, it 

would be best if TAGSAM were not exposed during such outgassing events if it substantially 

cooler than room temperature, because this opens the possibility of temporary re-condensation of 

released gases. 

 

5.0 COMPARISONS WITH THE STARDUST SAMPLE RETURN CAPSULE 
 
The materials thought to be responsible for the outgassing measured from the OSIRIS-REx SRC 

are the same ones used in the Stardust SRC.  The Stardust spacecraft did not have constraints that 

limited the SRC exposure to the Sun.  On OSIRIS-REx, because the instruments share the same 

+z spacecraft deck with the SRC, and because of thermal / solar keep-out zones for the 



instruments, we could not expose the SRC to full sunlight.  Instead, we tilted the +z spacecraft 

deck towards the Sun at an angle that exposed much of the SRC heatshield to sunlight, while 

preserving the safety constraints on the instruments.  Thus, the Stardust SRC likely also 

outgassed similar materials during its flight to Comet 81P/Wild 2.  Unlike OSIRIS-REx, the 

Stardust SRC experienced direct solar exposure in its nominal cruise attitude, so likely 

experienced outgassing early in the mission in the initial days to weeks after launch.  In addition, 

the Stardust spacecraft used uncoupled thrusters for attitude control, so the minimum threshold 

for unmodeled accelerations was much higher than for OSIRIS-REx, meaning outgassing may 

not have been visible in the Doppler data. 

 

During its cruise phase, the images provided by the Stardust optical navigation camera degraded 

in a manner that suggested that some portion of the optics became coated with a condensate.  The 

degradation was later removed when the camera was allowed to warm, suggesting that the 

deposited material was relatively volatile and not inconsistent with H2O.  The source of this 

material was thought to be outgassing from a temporarily trapped atmosphere in the spacecraft 

after launch.  Though there was no direct line of sight between the Stardust SRC and the 

navigation camera, it is possible that some of the condensates were sourced from water released 

by the SRC. 

 

Reassuringly, if the Stardust SRC did undergo similar outgassing, it had no observable effects on 

the samples returned from Comet 81P/Wild 2.  An extensive contamination control and 

assessment study of the samples returned by the Stardust SRC identified no detrimental effects 

on the samples that were associated with it or any of its components [27]. 

 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
During the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft’s outbound cruise, Doppler tracking measured a small 

acceleration when sunlight illuminated its sample return capsule (SRC).  The behavior of the 

acceleration suggested that outgassing from the SRC was the most likely cause.  This outgassing 

was of concern because it could cause unpredictable trajectory perturbations during proximity 

operations at Bennu and because the outgassing materials could contaminate the samples 



collected from Bennu.  Thermal modeling, laboratory studies of SRC materials, and monitoring 

of the acceleration on the spacecraft are all consistent with the outgassing of H2O from the SRC 

as the primary cause of the accelerations.  The outgassing likely comes from both the SRC 

heatshield and backshell. 

 

In-flight campaigns exposed the SRC to sunlight until the acceleration dropped to the 

acceleration noise floor.  At this point, any residual amounts of H2O outgassing are not 

considered to present a risk in terms of mission operations or sample contamination.  As an 

additional precaution, the sample stow procedure was updated to ensure that no direct line of 

sight will exist between any residual outgassing and the samples acquired at Bennu. 

 

Similar outgassing of the Stardust SRC probably occurred during that mission; no adverse 

contamination associated with this process was observed on Stardust samples.  Future and 

current missions that use similar reentry vehicles should consider procedures to test for and 

mediate outgassing after launch. 
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Table 1 – Amounts of gas released during 50 °C and 110 °C heatings 
 

Sample 
 

 
Heating Temperature (°C) 

 
Released gas (molecules per 
cubic centimeter of sample) 1 

 
OSIRIS-REx PICA  

(sample type #1) 
 

50 1.5 x 1019 

OSIRIS-REx PICA  
(sample type #1) 

 

110 3.7 x 1019 

InSight SLA  
(sample type #2) 

 

50 5.5 x 1019 

InSight SLA  
(sample type #2) 

 

110 1.8 x 1020 

OSIRIS-REx SLA  
(sample type #3) 

 

50 4.9 x 1019 

OSIRIS-REx SLA  
(sample type #3) 

 

110 2.1 x 1020 

1 In all cases “molecules” can be taken to be largely synonymous with “molecules of 
H2O.” 

 























Suggested Highlights for Outgassing paper:  
 
• OSIRIS-REx accelerated slightly when sunlight hit its sample return capsule (SRC)  
 
• Outgassing from the SRC is the most likely cause of the acceleration 
 
• Thermal modeling, lab studies, and spacecraft monitoring are all consistent with H2O 

outgassing 
 
• Outgassing of remaining H2O is not a hazard to mission operations or pristine sample 

acquisition 
 
• Similar outgassing of the Stardust SRC probably also occurred 
 



Data Statement: 
 
Data that appears in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 are provided as 
supplementary files.   
 
For Figures 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, the data will consist of simple .jpg file as these figures 
are either images or show plots derived from simple equations given in the text of the 
manuscript.  
 
Data for Figure 3 will be provided as a text file that contains the (x,y) coordinates of the 
points plotted in the figure. 
 
Data for Figures 9, 10, and 11 will be provided as text files that contain the (x,y) pairs in 
the spectra shown in these figures. 
 
 


